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Please read and research for yourself..look at all the links and read them as
well ..It is time we look into the reality of what is happening in our world and
soon to come into our country..i dont understand how so many people are
oblivious to a war that has been going on for centuries (
http://www1.cbn.com/…/1400-years-of-christian-islamic-strug… ) and has
finally made a push forward in the last 4 years as it has found a way to
infiltrate in masses now under a refugee status ..
(http://www.newsweek.com/how-isis-smuggles-terrorists-among-… )( not
saying that all refugees are islamic radicalist either ) and is about to land on
your door step really soon .. why is the coverage about what they have done
in other countries not in any mainstream media (
http://www.barenakedislam.com/…/finland-rape-epidemic-by-m…/ ) (
http://www.cnn.com/2015/…/15/europe/paris-attacks-passports/ ) (
https://muslimstatistics.wordpress.com/…/enogland-and-wale…/ ) and that is
just a few reports within the hundreds you can research and see online for
yourself ...use the internet to empower yourself with facts of what this is
really going to do in our country ..isis has been bragging about its infiltration
amongst the refugees.. ( http://www.express.co.uk/…/Islamic-State-ISISSmuggler-THOU… ) and we are just allowing this ?? hanging by the good
words of our trusted government and their moral ?? really ?? do you
understand the vital statistics system in syria? ( http://www.countrydata.com/cgi-bin/query/r-13492.html ) ...its not there ?? so how do we know
who is who ? ..i am sure a couple forged documents from the government of
syria would be cheap ..( must be cause there is alot of them 1 in 3 to be
presise ) ( https://www.rt.com/news/316570-eu-false-syrian-refugees/ )..and
abra fuckin cadabra ...you have a terrorist registered as a fleeing refugee in
your country. sure it may seem harmless when they first arrive and you may
think ..well our police and government will be able to pick them out ..but what
happens when they start implying their plan ..mass recruiting ..or forced
recruiting...over breeding our population ..then they become the majority
..and their votes become the new way of law and life for all of us ....and all
while draining our social resources in doing so ..once this starts then so
does the changes to our way of life . ( http://mobile.wnd.com/2003/08/20098/
) ( https://civilusdefendus.wordpress.com/…/4-stages-of-islami…/ )..now i
am worried for my country's future and my childrens future world that is
about to unfold here ..i have done my research ....and i like many other
people that have looked into this properly can see a very huge problem ..and
im very concerned for the uneducated people that are thinking this is a good
move and lets bring in all these people we have no idea about (who is really
a refugee and who is a radical islamic terrorist) in to our country...and allow
our blinded ..or corrupt government to let this to happen ...in masses .as
many as 300,000 new immigrants ..mostly syrian refugees to be coming now
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( https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/…/ottawa…/article29069851/…
)....maybe it is our generation that will see this radical change that is
imminent ... now this is not a racist thing at all (i am a colored guy that has
friends of all races including muslim, white, and black ... all i see is people....
some i like some i dont ..but thats any race) ...but look its part of their plan to
make it seem like talking about islam and its culture is taboo ...why ? what is
it they are hiding if its so peaceful and the sharia law is such a great thing
...oh here check it out ..( http://www.billionbibles.org/sharia/sharia-law.html
)is this the law you want implied ? because this is the plan that they have in
store for us ..for the world ...and we are allowing it to happen ...I became a
Soldier Of Odin to try and stop what has happened in every other country
they have occupied, and to raise awareness of their plans.. as well as to
help my country's less fortunate first, and before allowing a terrorist to
infiltrate and feed him ... it is time that we stand up as a citizens movement
and stop this radicalism from happening ...get informed get the facts and
research this for yourself ...things are goona be very scary.... very soon if
you do not know what it is you are allowing to happen and you sit there like a
sheep. I will not be a sheep ...i will stand up for the people of my country and
I will fight the infiltration of radicalism and the impliment of a moraly wrong
law into my country till the death .... I am a Soldier Of Odin and if you believe
in your country and its way of lifes future then you need to become a soldier
too and stand up and be prepared for what is imminent. and help your
country's unfourtunate and distressed citizens first ...we cannot sit idle and
allow our governments to act outside of our safety and our morals ...they
were created by the people to act on behalf of the people ..that has not
happened in many years and the corruption is getting worse.. i ask that
whomever you are ..where ever you are you research and get the facts on
this situation and make up your own mind ...dont be fed the lies that are
bieng handed to you and find the truth that is bieng hidden ...standing up for
truth and finding knowledge is not racist protecting your people from a
radical socialism is not racist ..and standing up against islamic terrorism is
not racism ....not knowing what you are truly allowing into your country is
cowardly and foolish ...we are canadians our country is built on immigration
.... but our immigrants do not try to change our cultures ...they adapt and
leave the reasons they are fleeing behind ...not try to imply them in the new
countries they are fleeing to. if you believe that this is not happening and we
are ok then you really need to look deeper ...i am not anti immigration but im
also not blinded by crap ....pls.. tell me... how we can truly know who is here
with such a obselite vital statistics system.. knowing they have threatend us
and bragged about infiltrating the actual refugees with their own radicalists
and how can we not pay attention to the 1400 years of history and their holy
book stating they must... and will conquer the west ....i will leave you with
this video.....and hope this madness stops before it is to late ...its very
enlightening and is right from the radicalist mouth. what happens to our
country and our futures is on the scales .. it would discrace our ansestors
and familys who fought and sacrificed to keep what we have if as a nation as
well as our cultures if we were to not to do our parts to hold on to them .......(
https://youtu.be/ZmGRshS0PAw )
Kazimir Nowlin
Soldiers Of Odin Canada
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Richard Gale I am in Alberta and would like to be kept in the loop as well
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